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A modular zinc finger adaptor accelerates the
covalent linkage of proteins at specific locations
on DNA nanoscaffolds†

Eiji Nakata, Huyen Dinh, Tien Anh Ngo, Masayuki Saimura and Takashi Morii*

A modular adaptor consisting of a sequence-specific DNA binding

zinc finger protein and a self-ligating protein-tag was developed to

expedite efficient formation of a covalent linkage between an

individual protein molecule and the programmed address modified

with a tag-substrate on the DNA nanostructure.

DNA nanostructures1,2 are ideal scaffolds for arranging small
molecules and nanomaterials at the single molecular level by taking
advantage of their addressable nature. Among these, proteins are
molecules of particular interest for assembly with nanoscale preci-
sion because of their wide functional variability range. For instance,
spatially organized assemblies of multiple enzymes would realize
natural or artificial multienzymatic pathways in vitro. Various
methods have been attempted for locating proteins on DNA nano-
scaffolds,3 such as the use of hybridization of oligodeoxynucleotides
(ODNs) attached to the protein.4 We have previously reported that
sequence-specific DNA binding proteins act as ideal adaptors for
locating a protein of interest (POI) at a specific address on the DNA
nano-architecture. Adaptors derived from a zinc finger (ZF) protein,
zif268,5 and a basic-leucine zipper protein, GCN4,6 are utilized for
locating POIs in the monomeric and dimeric forms, respectively.
The sequence-selective DNA binding characteristics of these adaptor
proteins enable orthogonal arrangements of POIs on the DNA nano-
architecture with fast binding kinetics, by simply constructing
adaptor-fused proteins. However, even with the high stability of
the adaptor–DNA address complex, the reversible nature of the
DNA–protein complexes causes difficulty in preserving the POI to
that location during the assay procedures, as well as in loading the
adaptor-fused POI with high efficiency, especially to closely located
or sterically hindered addresses. Moreover, even when an ODN is
specifically introduced into a POI,4b it is difficult to saturate the
target addresses on a DNA origami scaffold with ODN-tethered
proteins7,8 and with the ZF adaptor-fused POI.5,6 For the POIs that

are noncovalently loaded onto the DNA nanoscaffold, it is necessary
to maintain the appropriate concentration of the unbound POI,
whether it binds the DNA nanoscaffold through DNA hybridization
or protein–DNA interactions, to ensure stable complex formation.8

Fig. 1 (a) A scheme representing the zinc finger (ZF) adaptor that assisted
rapid formation of the covalent linkage between the SNAP-tag and an
O6-benzyl guanine (BG) modified oligonucleotide (ODN-zif-BG). (b) The
nucleotide sequence (ODN-zif-BG and ODN-non-BG) and chemical
structure of BG-modified T (denoted as ‘‘a’’ in the nucleotide sequence).
(c) Denaturing PAGE analysis of the formation of the covalent linkage of
50-32P-end-labeled ODN-zif-BG (1 nM) with SNAP derivatives. In lane 1, no
protein was added. In lanes 2 and 3, 100 nM ZF-SNAP was added. In lane 3,
10 mM ODN-zif (cold) was also added. Lane 4 contained 100 nM SNAP.
Reactions were carried out for 30 min at ambient temperature.
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Formation of a covalent linkage between DNA and a POI is a
promising strategy for overcoming these issues. Saccà and co-workers
have already reported an elegant application of self-ligating protein
tags, namely, SNAP-tag and Halo-tag, to crosslink POIs onto DNA
origami scaffolds.9 These self-ligating protein tags showed chemo-
selective crosslinking ability, while completion of the ligating reaction
peaked at 60% in the presence of a large excess of proteins and with a
long reaction time. In some cases, prolonged incubation may cause
reduction of the functional activity of proteins; thus, a method that
expedites efficient protein loading in a site-specific manner should be
developed. We hypothesized that a combination of the DNA binding
protein adaptor and the self-ligating protein tag could afford a new
class of covalent cross-linking adaptors that would facilitate efficient
loading of a POI on a DNA nanoscaffold with fast kinetics (Fig. 1a).

To test this hypothesis, we modified the zif268 derived ZF
adaptor, reported by us as one of the sequence-selective ZF adaptors
for delivering POIs to specific addresses on DNA origami scaffolds,5

with the SNAP-tag, an engineered mutant of human O6-alkylguanine-
DNA alkyltransferase (hAGT) that reacts specifically with benzylgua-
nine (BG), developed by Johnsson and co-workers.10 A modular
adaptor, ZF-SNAP, was designed by fusing the SNAP-tag to the
C-terminal of zif268 through a GGSGGS linker (see ESI†). The
enhanced green fluorescent protein (EGFP), as a model POI, was
fused to the C-terminal of ZF-SNAP (ZF-SNAP-EGFP). ODNs contain-
ing the zif268 binding sequence (ODN-zif) were designed to form a
loop with four T nucleotides, and one of these T nucleotides was
displaced by the BG-modified T derivative as the substrate for the
SNAP-tag (ODN-zif-BG; Fig. 1b).10 Based on the crystal structure of
the complex formed between zif268 and DNA (PDB ID: 1ZAA),11 the
loop portion of ODN-zif-BG is located near the C-terminal of zif268,
which allows access of the introduced BG to the SNAP-tag (PDB ID:
3KZY)12 domain of the modular ZF-SNAP adaptor (Fig. S1, ESI†).
In a similar manner, ODN-non, containing a nonspecific DNA
sequence to zif2685 and its BG modified variant (ODN-non-BG),
were designed (Fig. 1b). The equilibrium dissociation constants
for the complexes of ZF-SNAP with ODN-zif and with ODN-non
lacking the BG-modification were determined to be 63 � 18 nM
and 4500 nM, respectively (Table S1 and Fig. S2, ESI†).

Formation of a covalent linkage between ODN-zif-BG and
ZF-SNAP was analyzed by denaturing polyacrylamide gel electro-
phoresis (PAGE). A 50-32P-end-labeled ODN-zif-BG was incubated
with ZF-SNAP or SNAP for 30 min at ambient temperature.
Quantitation of the intensity of the distinct slower migrating band
indicated formation of a covalent linkage between ZF-SNAP and
ODN-zif-BG, with a 90% yield (Fig. 1c, lane 2). The intensity of the
slower migrating band was effectively reduced in the presence of an
excess amount of the competitor for ZF-SNAP (non-labeled ODN-zif)
with a crosslinking yield of o5% (Fig. 1c, lane 3), indicating
formation of a sequence-specific covalent linkage. As expected from
the previous results,9 no detectable amount of the crosslinking
product was obtained for SNAP and ODN-zif-BG within the same
reaction time (Fig. 1c, lane 4). The results clearly demonstrated that
the zif268 domain accelerated the formation of a covalent linkage
at the SNAP moiety of the ZF-SNAP modular adaptor.

The sequence selectivity of covalent linkage formation was
then analyzed by comparing the reactions of ZF-SNAP with

ODN-zif-BG and with ODN-non-BG (Fig. 1b) under pseudo first-
order conditions (Fig. S3–S5, ESI†). As shown in Table 1, the
second-order rate constant (k) for the reaction of ZF-SNAP and
ODN-zif-BG was almost 100 times higher than that for ZF-SNAP
and ODN-non-BG, and almost 1000 times higher than that for
SNAP and ODN-zif-BG. The second-order rate constant of the
SNAP-tag alone for ODN-zif-BG was smaller than that of the
SNAP-tag for fluorescein tethered BG (2.8 � 104 M�1 s�1),10

however, the second-order rate constant of ZF-SNAP for ODN-
zif-BG (Table 1) was even higher than that for the SNAP-tag and
fluorescein tethered BG. These results again supported the
notion that ZF-SNAP induces the rapid and sequence-specific
formation of a covalent linkage at the target DNA sequence
(Fig. S6, ESI†). It is worth mentioning that the reaction of
ZF-SNAP with the nonspecific ODN-non-BG proceeds faster than
that of SNAP with ODN-zif-BG, possibly because the nonspecific
electrostatic interaction between the positively charged zif268 and
the negatively charged ODN enhances the crosslinking reaction
even at nonspecific sequences.9

The modular adaptor-conjugated EGFP (ZF-SNAP-EGFP: Fig. 2a)
as a model protein of interest was next applied to crosslink
POIs at programmed addresses on the DNA nanoscaffold. A
rectangular DNA origami scaffold containing five addressable
cavities was designed, as described previously.5,6,13 Each cavity
contained up to four adaptor-binding sites, with or without
BG-modification (Fig. 2b and c and Fig. S7, ESI†). Details of the
folding and purification procedures used for each DNA origami
are described in the ESI.†

Various amounts of ZF-SNAP-EGFP were incubated with
three kinds of purified DNA origami scaffolds, bearing four
addresses at the central cavity I (I-4zifBG, I-4zif, and I-4nonBG;
Fig. S7, ESI†), and the results were analyzed by atomic force
microscopy (AFM) after a 30 min incubation at ambient tem-
perature (Fig. 2d and Fig. S8, ESI†). I-4zifBG contained four
zif268 adaptor-binding sites with BG-modification, I-4zif held
four zif268 sites without BG-modification, and I-4nonBG had
four nonspecific addresses with the BG group (Fig. 2b and c and
Fig. S7, ESI†). AFM images showed that at least one or more
ZF-SNAP-EGFP bound exclusively and quantitatively to the
central cavity I of I-4zifBG (over 99% based on the number of
I-4zifBG), while some or no ZF-SNAP-EGFP binding was
observed at the cavities lacking the zif268-binding site or on
the DNA origami scaffold itself (Fig. 2e and Table S2, ESI†).
Incubation of I-4zif with ZF-SNAP-EGFP showed specific bind-
ing to the central cavity I with moderate efficiency (48%), which
was consistent with our previous report.5 Thus, efficient load-
ing of ZF-SNAP-EGFP to the BG-modified zif268 binding
address was clearly confirmed on the DNA origami scaffold.

Table 1 Kinetic parameters for the reaction between 50-32P-end-labeled
ODN and SNAP derivatives

SNAP derivatives Oligo DNA Rate constant [M�1 s�1]

ZF-SNAP ODN-zif-BG (3.8 � 1.2) � 105

ZF-SNAP ODN-non-BG (5.2 � 1.0) � 103

SNAP ODN-zif-BG (3.2 � 0.2) � 102
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Unlike with the ODN, incubation of I-4nonBG with 100 nM
ZF-SNAP-EGFP also showed high modification at the central
cavity I (97%). In the absence of the specific DNA sequence, the
negatively charged surface of the DNA origami scaffold could
accelerate the chemoselective crosslinking of ZF-SNAP-EGFP
to the BG-modified site, resulting in less sequence-selective
modification of the BG group. By decreasing the concentration
of ZF-SNAP-EGFP to 20 nM (condition b in Fig. 2e and Fig. S8,
ESI†), modification of I-4nonBG at the central cavity was
reduced to 22%, while that of I-4zifBG remained at 79%
(Fig. 2e). When both the zifBG and the nonBG sites were
present (5-1mixBG: Fig. S7, ESI†), modification of nonBG by
ZF-SNAP-EGFP was reduced to 8%, and the specific reaction
with zif-BG was maintained at 60%. That is, the sequence-
selective modification of the BG group could be realized more
efficiently (Table S2 and Fig. S9, ESI†). Furthermore, to enhance
the modification at the specific address over that at the non-
specific address, a modification reaction was performed in the
presence of the competitor ODN (ODN-zif) (condition c in
Fig. 2e and Fig. S10, ESI†). The modification of I-4nonBG at
the central cavity was markedly reduced (8%), while that of
I-4zifBG was maintained at 82%. These results indicated that
the specific and rapid crosslinking of ZF-SNAP-EGFP on the
DNA origami scaffold is driven by the specific binding of the
zif268 portion of the modular adaptor and demonstrated that

selective loading of the POI to the target address with
BG-modification is possible even in the presence of another
BG group-modified address on the DNA nanoscaffold.

We next questioned whether the modular adaptor could
load the expected numbers of POI molecules to the pro-
grammed addresses on DNA nanoscaffolds. To this end, DNA
origami scaffolds carrying addresses with various steric hin-
drances were prepared. 4-1zifBG (Fig. 3b) was designed to hold
a single binding site with BG modification in each of the four
cavities II, III, IV, and V, except for the central cavity I. The total

Fig. 2 (a) Illustration showing the structure of ZF-SNAP-EGFP. (b) The
structural image of the DNA origami utilized in this study. Five addressable
cavities are indicated by the numbers I, II, III, IV, and V. Typical positions of
the addresses (adaptor binding sites) in cavity I are indicated by asterisks.
(c) Nucleotide sequences for the specific and nonspecific binding sites of
zif268, with or without BG-modification. (d) An atomic force microscopy
(AFM) image of I-4zifBG modified with ZF-SNAP-EGFP. The scale bar
corresponds to 300 nm. (e) Selective binding of ZF-SNAP-EGFP to the
target site was estimated by counting the number of cavities occupied by
ZF-SNAP-EGFP in AFM images. Specific covalent binding of ZF-SNAP-EGFP
for zifBG sites (red columns); specific non-covalent binding of ZF-SNAP-EGFP
for zif sites (green columns); non-specific covalent binding of ZF-SNAP-EGFP
for nonBG sites (blue columns); unexpected location of ZF-SNAP-EGFP in the
empty cavities (gray columns). Condition a [DNA origami] = 5 nM, [ZF-SNAP-
EGFP] = 100 nM with 30 min incubation at ambient temperature. Condition b
[DNA origami] = 5 nM, [ZF-SNAP-EGFP] = 20 nM with 30 min incubation at
ambient temperature. Condition c [DNA origami] = 5 nM, [ZF-SNAP-EGFP] =
50 nM, [ODN-zif] = 500 nM with 30 min incubation at ambient temperature.

Fig. 3 (a) Selective binding of ZF-SNAP adaptors to the target site was
estimated by counting the number of cavities occupied by ZF-SNAP-EGFP
in AFM images. Specific covalent binding of ZF-SNAP-EGFP for zifBG sites
(red columns); specific non-covalent binding of ZF-SNAP-EGFP for zif sites
(green columns), and unexpected location of ZF-SNAP-EGFP in the empty
cavities (gray columns). Condition d: [DNA origami] = 5 nM, [ZF-SNAP-EGFP] =
300 nM with 120 min incubation. (b–e) Structural images of the DNA origami
used for volume analysis (left), AFM images of ZF-SNAP-EGFP bound to
each specified DNA origami (middle), and frequency distribution of mole-
cular volumes of ZF-SNAP-EGFP bound DNA origami cavities (right) are
shown for (b) 4-1zifBG (n = 135), (c) I-2zifBG (n = 114), (d) I-4zifBG (n = 189)
and (e) I-4zif (n = 200).
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number of binding sites per DNA origami scaffold was four for
4-1zifBG, which is the same as that for I-4zifBG (Fig. 3d). Two
zif268-binding sites are placed in the central cavity of I-2zifBG
(Fig. 3c). Among these, the four addresses of I-4zifBG were in the
most sterically hindered environment, while those of 4-1zifBG
were rather accessible. Occupancies at the specific cavities of
these DNA origami scaffolds by ZF-SNAP-EGFP reached over 90%
as quantitated by AFM (Fig. 3a and Table S2, ESI†).

In order to evaluate the number of ZF-SNAP-EGFP molecules
attached at each cavity, the volume of ZF-SNAP-EGFP in each
cavity was determined and listed as the frequency distribution
of molecular volumes of ZF-SNAP-EGFP (Fig. 3b–e, right). The
average volume of ZF-SNAP-EGFP in each cavity of 4-1zifBG was
120 � 40 nm3, which corresponded directly to the volume
occupied by a single ZF-SNAP-EGFP molecule at the specific
address. The value was also in good agreement with that of
ZF-SNAP-EGFP directly seeded on mica (150 � 62 nm3, Fig. S11,
ESI†). The frequency distributions of the volume of ZF-SNAP-
EGFP at the central cavity of I-2zifBG or I-4zifBG were shifted to
higher volumes. In the case of I-2zifBG, the frequency distribu-
tion was centered at 280 � 65 nm3, which corresponded well to
the volume of two ZF-SNAP-EGFP molecules (83%). In I-4zifBG,
the major fraction was centered at 545 � 81 nm3, with a minor
distribution peak at 384 � 97 nm3, indicating that 60% of the
cavity was filled with four ZF-SNAP-EGFP molecules and that
the rest of the cavities were modified with three ZF-SNAP-EGFP
molecules. In contrast, the frequency distribution covered a
broader range of volumes in the case of specific but non-covalent
binding for I-4zif, indicating a distribution from one to four
ZF-SNAP-EGFP molecules in the cavity (Fig. 3e). These results
indicated that the modular ZF-SNAP adaptor essentially loads
the expected number of molecules at the programmed addresses
containing the BG-modification on the DNA nanoscaffold. More-
over, the stability of a covalently linked ZF-SNAP-EGFP on the
DNA nanoscaffold was evaluated by agarose gel electrophoretic
analysis (Fig. S12, ESI†). The covalently linked ZF-SNAP-EGFP
molecules remained intact after washing of the DNA origami
scaffold and were resistant to displacement by a specific ODN
competitor. These results strongly indicated that the formation
of a covalently linked protein–DNA complex allows extensive
washing of the assembly to remove excess free proteins, which is
useful for evaluating the function of the assembled proteins.

In conclusion, we have demonstrated that a modular adaptor
consisting of a DNA-binding domain and a chemoselective cross-
linking domain expedites site-selective and efficient assembly of
POIs at the programmed, BG-modified addresses on DNA nano-
scaffolds. The autofluorescent protein EGFP as a model of POIs
was efficiently loaded onto the programmed, BG-modified addresses
by using the modular adaptor ZF-SNAP, even in a sterically hindered
environment. The diversity of target DNA sequences of DNA binding
proteins and variations in the pair of substrates and self-ligating
protein tags offer various kinds of orthogonal modular adaptors,
thereby enabling covalently linked assembly of multiple POIs at

different addresses on DNA nanoscaffolds. Noncovalent assemblies
of multiple enzymes on DNA origami scaffolds have recently been
utilized to study the effect of proximity on reaction efficiency.8,14 For
this purpose, formation of covalently linked assemblies of POIs
through a modular protein adaptor is ideal for reducing the possible
inactivation of POIs and as well as background reactions resulting
from excess free POIs in the system. Application and functional
evaluation of modular adaptors for the construction of protein
assemblies are currently underway.

This work was supported in part by Grants-in-Aid for Scientific
Research from the Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports,
Science and Technology, Japan to E. N. (No. 24651150) and T. M.
(No. 25248038).
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